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Short Description

Meshify strikes an aggressive pose in the Fractal Design lineup with unparalleled cooling performance and a
defiant new look.  Like black diamond facets, the angular asymmetry of the Meshify C carves a space uniquely
its own as a new force in high-airflow design.  Tempered glass with a distinctive tint completes the stealth-
inspired black-on-black aesthetic with exceptional style.

An open ATX layout with intelligent space utilization creates an unrestricted airflow path from the mesh front
intakes directly through key components to exhaust, ensuring heat is never an issue. The Meshify C has a
remarkably compact footprint with the high-end component support of a larger tower, and with seven fan
mounts and multi-radiator liquid cooling capability, it has the cooling capacity to match.
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Description

Meshify strikes an aggressive pose in the Fractal Design lineup with unparalleled cooling performance and a
defiant new look.  Like black diamond facets, the angular asymmetry of the Meshify C carves a space uniquely
its own as a new force in high-airflow design.  Tempered glass with a distinctive tint completes the stealth-
inspired black-on-black aesthetic with exceptional style.

An open ATX layout with intelligent space utilization creates an unrestricted airflow path from the mesh front
intakes directly through key components to exhaust, ensuring heat is never an issue. The Meshify C has a
remarkably compact footprint with the high-end component support of a larger tower, and with seven fan
mounts and multi-radiator liquid cooling capability, it has the cooling capacity to match.

When performance is top priority and compromise is not an option, Meshify has you covered in style.

Features

Streamlined high-airflow design
The performance and capacity of a larger tower in a remarkably compact mid-tower size
Newly designed angular mesh front panel maximizes air intake
Tinted tempered glass side panel for a clean looking exterior with full interior visibility
Distinctive new styling with stealthy black-on-black aesthetic                                              
Flexible storage options with room for up to 5 drives
Sturdy steel drive trays with vibration-dampening rubber grommets cushion hard drives for smooth,
quiet and reliable operation
Two pre-installed Fractal Design Dynamic X2 GP-12 120 mm fans deliver optimum airflow with minimal
noise
Open interior layout creates an unobstructed airflow path from front intake to rear exhaust
Easy-to-clean filters on the front, top, and base with full PSU coverage and convenient front access
Full-length power supply shroud conceals drive cage and excess cabling for unrestricted airflow and a
clean looking interior
Up to 35 mm of space behind motherboard plate with grommeted pass-throughs for clean cable
routing

Full interior visiblity
Tinted tempered glass side panel for a clean looking exterior with full interior visibility

Stealthy design
Distinctive new styling with stealthy black-on-black aesthetic

Diamond facets
The angular asymmetry of the dark tint carves a space uniquely its own as a new force in high-airflow design. 
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Specifications

3.5" or 2.5" Drive capacity 2

Dedicated 2.5" drive capacity 3 (maximum 2.5" drive thickness is 12mm)  

Expansion slots 7

Motherboard compatibility ATX, mATX, ITX

Power supply type ATX

Total fan mounts 7

Front fan 3x 120 or 2x 140 1x Dynamic X2 GP-12 included

Top fan 2x 120/140

Rear fan 1x 120 1x Dynamic X2 GP-12 included

Bottom fan 1x 120

Side fan No

Dust filters Bottom fan + PSU Front fans Top fans

Front radiator 120/240/360mm 140/280mm

Top radiator 120/240mm (max component height on motherboard
40mm)

Rear radiator 120mm (max width 125mm)

Power supply depth limit Maximum 175mm recommended

Graphics card length limit Max 315mm with front fan mounted

CPU cooler height limit 172mm

Cable routing 15-35mm space

Cable routing grommets Yes

Fixed velcro straps Yes

Captive thumbscrews Right side panel SSD brackets

Left side panel Dark Tempered Glass Window

Case dimensions (LxWxH) 395 x 212 x 440mm
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Case dimensions - with feet/protrusions/screws 409 x 217 x 453mm

Package dimensions (LxWxH) 543 x 295 x 484mm
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Additional Information

Brand Fractal Design

SKU FD-CA-MESH-C-BKO-TG

Weight 22.0000

Color Black

Chassis Form Factor Mid-Tower

Side Panel Window

Motherboard Support ATX, Micro ATX, Mini ITX

Material Steel

PSU Wattage No PSU

Vendor SKU/EAN 7350041084891

Internet Reviews

"The Meshify C provides glass-sided-case buyers good quality and enhanced liquid cooling support at a comparatively average price."
Tomshardware.com Read the full review
The Fractal Design Meshify C manages to deliver the same excellent construction quality we have come to expect from the company's Define line-up.
Sturdy materials coupled with excellent engineering and a functional approach mean the Meshify C is worthy of being a part of the family."
•

Techpowerup.com Read the full review
"You can do a pretty awesome build in this case and the best part about it is unlike many new cases we’ve seen this case has proper ventilation,
especially in the front mesh section of the case."
•

Thinkcomputers.org Read the full review
"The Meshify C is a solid entry into a fairly crowded market. An all-black design coupled with tempered glass certainly isn't enough on its own to
make a case stand out these days, and Fractal has played it rather safe with the internal design as well. Still, it's an approach that works well, as
we've been unable to find any major flaws."
•

Bit-tech.net Read the full review

https://www.tomshardware.com/reviews/fractal-design-meshify-c-case,5164-1.html
https://www.techpowerup.com/review/fractal-design-meshify-c/1.html
https://thinkcomputers.org/fractal-design-meshify-c-case-review/1/
https://bit-tech.net/reviews/tech/cases/fractal-design-meshify-c-review/1/

